
Beyond Mfold with
probabilistic models

Tornado
a language for generating a large

spectrum of complex context-free

grammars for RNA secondary structure
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A brief unifying description
of RNA structure prediction
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Going beyond thermodynamic models

One very complicated thermodynamic model to several
extremely simple probabilistic models

Thermodynamic models outperform Probabilistic models

Grammar Parameters best F % (by posterior decoding)

G6 21 48 probabilistic

ViennaRNA ∼14,000 54 Thermodynamic

Still performance is poor

Believe: probabilistic models are too constrained and
cannot implement all the complexities of the thermodynamic
models. Need to move to other type of statistical methods.
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Why Statistical Models?
specifically with probabilistic parameters

Statistical models learn parameters from known RNA
structures which is an ever-growing source of information
versus the slowly-produced thermodynamic parameters.

Statistical non-probabilistic models:

CONTRAfold Do, Woods, Batzoglou ’06

Simfold Andronescu et al. ‘07 & ‘10

Advantage of statistical probabilistic models:
Easily Trainable Can train on large corpus of data

Generative can interrogate the model by sampling
can rationally change properties of the model
(target length or target base composition)

Optimal comparison of alternative hypotheses
(Newman & Pearson ’33)

Easy integration of complementary sources of information
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TORNADO
A compact description of RNA grammars

is a big fat general RNA model that can accomodate most
element of RNA 2D structure and beyond one could think

of.

flexible: Fast model exploration / Probabilistic or not
robust: One folding algorithm for all models

tool to be able to test many different models
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A “basic” complex grammar
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TORNADO language
basic_grammar
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Tornado features
Arbitrary residue emissions: Emissions can include an
arbitrary number of residues, and can depend on an
arbitrary number of previously emitted residues (contexts).

Stacked basepairs [Pc,ĉ -> a F â]:
In TORNADO language: a:i&j:i-1,j+1 F(i+1,j-1).

Hairpin mismatches [Pc,ĉ -> a [m...m] b]:
In TORNADO language: a:i,j:i-1,j+1 m...m(i+1,j-1).

Tetraloops depending on closing basepair [Pc,ĉ

-> a1 a2 a3 a4]:
In TORNADO language: a:i,i+1,i+2,i+3:i-1,j+1.

Internal loop mismatches [Pc,ĉ -> a[d...]b F

b̂[...d]e]
In TORNADO language: a:i,j:i-1,j+1
d...(i+1,k)...d(l,j-1) F(k+2,l-2)

b:k+1&l-1:k,l.
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more TORNADO emissions
Other first order emissions tested with TORNADO, and not
included in the standard NN model are:

dangles in bulges [ Pc,ĉ -> a[m...m]b F b̂]:
In TORNADO language: a:i:i-1,j+1 m...m(i+1,k)

b:k+1&j:k F(k+2,j-1).

mismatches (or dangles) in multiloops

unambiguously

coaxial stacking [ P -> a F â b F b̂]:
In TORNADO language: a:i&k b:j&k+1:i,k F(i+1,k-1)

F(k+2,j-1) or a:i&k,j&k+1 F(i+1,k-1)

F(k+2,j-1).
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and more...
TORNADO can also be used to build second (or higher)
order Markov dependencies, rather than just first order.
Examples are

dangles (or more than one single base)

depending on several bases [Pc,d,e -> a F | a b F]:
In TORNADO language: a:i:i-1,i-2,i-3 F(i+1,j) and
a:i,i+1:i-1,i-2,i-3 F(i+2,j).

higher order stacked pairs [ Pb,b̂,c,ĉ -> a Fâ]:
In TORNADO language: a:i&j:i-1,i-2,j+1,j+2

F(i+1,j-1).

three single bases depending on two basepairs

[ Pe,ê,f,f̂ -> a b c F]:
In TORNADO language: a:i,i+1,i+2:i-1,i-2,j+1,j+2

F(i+3,j).
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other TORNADO features

Length distributions for loop emission:
Mono-segment loops (for instance for hairpins, bulges,
multiloops or external bases), and di-segment loops
(for internal loops) can be specified.

Length distribution tails for loop emissions:

Length distributions for stems:

Arbitrary 4x4 canonical basepairs and non-canonical basepairs:
TORNADO allows distinguishing 12 types of basepairs

Specific values: These values could be free-energy
changes obtained from thermodynamic data or
arbitrary scores provided by other means.

Tying of parameters: to reuse emission and transition
distribution and avoid a explosion of parameters.
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tertiary interactions
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Existing complex grammars

I have created TORNADO “emulations” of the state of the art
RNA models that exist to date.

ViennaRNA ViennaRNA-G
thermodynamic TORNADO grammar

14,000 parameters

ContraFOLD ContraFOLD-G
learned parameters TORNADO grammar

1,500 parameters
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TORNADO-emulations

We have probabilistic models that reproduce the complexity
of the thermodynamic nearest-neighbor model.

ViennaRNA and CONTRAfold
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Probabilistic Complex Grammars

What happens if now one turns the parameters of these
models into probabilities trained using known RNA

structures?
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Benchmark tools
Training and test sets
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Benchmark
need for structurally diverse training sets

TrainSetA
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A gradation of SCFGs
exploring different structural features
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Contribution of different features
Training: TrainSetA + 2*TrainSetB

Testing: TestSetA + TestSetB
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Remarks

SCFGs have same expressive power than other statistical
non-probabilistic model.

SCFGs have the advantage of easier training.

Training of complex models requires more structural
diversity.

Lack of data:

Rfam: predicted structures, alignment structures

Protein data base: few and short sequences (compaRNA,
251 unique sequences, half of them shorter than 33 nts).

A dedicated effort to crystallize diverse structures
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Beyond Watson-Crick pairs
in a motif-independent fashion

Would like to have alignments or single sequence

annotation of non-WC basepairs.

Then, convert the unpaired “loop emissions” into a

grammar of non cannonical pairs.

Assumptions:

One can extract paired preferences for a given pairing type independently of the RNA motif
in which they happen.

Ignores stacking

This is “unprofiled” could allow for the identification of novel
motifs
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